Important Information

Subject to the terms and conditions of this Limited Warranty and in lieu of any other (if any) express warranties, Luidia warrants that under normal use and service, for twenty-four (24) months from delivery to a LCD bracket end user, the LCD bracket, if used as authorized in accordance with the LCD bracket packaging and documentation, will not have significant defects in materials or workmanship that make the LCD bracket unusable. As to any defects discovered after the Warranty Period, there is no warranty or condition of any kind. Luidia makes no warranty or representation that the LCD bracket will meet any end user’s specific requirements, that the operation of the LCD bracket will be secure, uninterrupted or error free, or that all defects in the LCD bracket will be corrected. Luidia makes no warranty, implied or otherwise, regarding the performance or reliability of any third party products (hardware or software), installation of the LCD bracket on any third party products other than as authorized by Luidia herein will void any warranties given by Luidia. In addition, use, modification and/or repair of the LCD bracket other than as authorized by Luidia will void all warranties.

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, EXCEPT FOR THE EXPRESS LIMITED WARRANTIES SET FORTH ABOVE, NEITHER LUIDIA NOR ITS SUPPLIERS MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES TO ANY PERSON OR ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO THE LCD BRACKET, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR IN ANY OTHER FORM OR MANNER, OR ANY OTHER COMMUNICATION, AND LUIDIA AND ITS SUPPLIERS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND/OR IM/*********************************************************************/
Recommended Display Specifications

Resolution: 1080p (1920 x 1080 px)
Illumination: LED backlit LCD
Size: 40° to 80°
Bezel Depth: <1/4" (6.35mm)

eBeam Edge+ has been tested on many different TVs in different situations, and the Edge+ delivers the same great performance on a display as it does with a projector. Due to differences in TV construction, performance can vary slightly from display to display, but most modern displays are fully compatible with eBeam.

It is important that the display is LED backlit to keep the temperature of the display surface close to room temperature. Plasma TVs and older LCD TVs are not ideal for use with eBeam Edge+.

Getting started

1. Remove the LCD bracket from the packaging and remove the paper from the double sided adhesive as shown below.

2. Install the LCD bracket on the top of the display near the center as shown. Press and hold the bracket firmly to the TV frame to ensure the adhesive sticks.
   (It can be removed from the display by slowly and carefully pulling forward on the bracket, gradually releasing the grip of the adhesive.)

3. Attach the eBeam sensor to the bracket. The sensor has magnets which will self-align to the metallic mounts on the bracket.

4. To start calibration, press the center button on the eBeam Edge+ by pinching as shown at the left. Then follow the onscreen calibration steps.

5. After calibrating the display, you are ready to start using your eBeam Edge+ and LCD bracket!